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one-car lane we were called upon to construct, but a way wide
enough to accommodate the sixty-foot spread of an aeroplane's
wings.
Because of the menacing movement of the ice, the main body of
the pack now being only thirty feet away, we decided to move the
plane up on top of the first floe that night. It was well we did, for
during the night solid ice moved in where the N 25 had been. We
started the engines and worked slowly up the lead to the point
where we must build our ramp. By midnight we had the plane up
safely on Floe Number i. For our six hours of heavy toil we re-
warded ourselves with a mug of hot chocolate apiece. That night
we set no outside watch. Every man crawled into his sleeping-bag
and fell instantly into a veritable coma of exhaustion.
Next morning we were up early and at it again. We tackled first
the most stupendous work we had yet undertaken—the cutting of
the passage through the pressure ridge. It was a wall of ice fifteen
feet thick. It took us an entire day to accomplish this—bitter work,
on our knees, chopping with the pocket axe and the ice anchors,
our legs wet to the skin from the melting ice, our hands, always
soaking in icy brine, red, raw, and swollen from handling the tools.
The levelling of sixty feet of this wall accounted for a great per-
centage of the three hundred tons of ice Amundsen estimated we
moved during our stay.
The bridges across the crevasses required less gruelling work,
but offered much more hazard and excitement. These chasms in
the ice were really narrow leads, with open or t&nly-skimmed
water at the bottom. It was a question of filling them up with ice
until we gained a solid surface level with the floes.
We floated in big blocks as a foundation, hoping they might
freeze in position. On top of these we threw down blocks we
could drag or carry in our arms. As the upper weight increased,
the foundation ice sank, so that we had to heave in a far greater
quantity of ice than the mere cubic volume of the crevasse itself. It
was also necessary to build the bridges extra wide, since the sides
tended to slide off.
When we had a bridge level and bound it with packed snow>
though it supported the six of us, there was every reason to believe
that it would sag down under the weight of the plane. Therefore,

